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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning everyone and welcome to CLEAResult’s Energy Forum!�Let me start out by asking how many of you have traveled out of state to get here today? Alright, good. Raise your hand if this is your first time in Austin? For those of you who’ve visited Austin, Texas before – welcome back!�When you travel to a destination that you’ve not had a lot of time to prepare for, but you’re interested in doing some sight-seeing or visiting local restaurants that will knock your socks off,  who do you ask?  Once you find something of interest, how do you know where you’re going?  How much does it cost?�Well, in my travel experience, I’ve always touched base with my hotel’s concierge.  Aren’t they great?  Seriously?!  Those folks know EVERYTHING and EVERYONE, don’t they?  Given a little bit of information from me on what I’m looking for (or not), in no time flat they’re able to whip up what to do, how much it will cost and are looking for the final go-ahead from me and they’ll schedule it right on the spot.  It’s a no brainer really.  They take on all the hassles, make all the arrangements and I just get to enjoy myself.  That’s exactly how it should be.  Easy-peasy!Wouldn’t it be great if your customers felt the same way about energy efficiency?  Over the course of this session I’m going to share with you about how they can!



Energy Advisor Resources
Consider the variety of your utility offerings that an Energy Advisor 
can refer the customer to.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Have you ever called a business and explained to the person on the phone what you need and they ask you to “please hold” while they transfer your call?  Then when someone answers, you explain everything all over again.  Maybe they can answer one part of your question, but they aren’t able to answer another part of your question – looks like you’re getting transferred again.  I guarantee your customers feel the same way when they are looking to obtain information on a variety of your programs or services and they are transferred to multiple people.If I had to guess I’d say most, if not all of you, have your Energy Efficiency Programs set up very similarly.  The Programs are supported with a variety of team members who tend to be experts on one or two programs. They can quickly answer eligibility questions, measure details  and rebate amounts.  But can they answer those same level of detailed questions about other programs offered? Are they familiar with the programs provided by other utilities in your area?  The premise of the Advising module is to bridge the gap between all programs and offer one consistent contact for each customer on their energy efficiency journey.What I’m suggesting is for you to consider the concept of concierge and raising the bar on your existing customer service.  Ultimately, maximizing your program participation and energy savings!
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Community Event Participant Case

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Throughout this session I’m going to drill down in many different layers to explain how Energy Advising is Concierge.  To do this, I’m going to share with you a story about one of our customers.So this customer walks up to an event booth and mentions he is interested in saving energy and learning more about energy efficiency, but he doesn’t know where to start.  A team member provides details about the direct install program and encourages him to provide his contact information so we can reach out and schedule an appointment.  The customer agrees and after the event someone reaches out to the customer and schedules an appointment that following week. Fast forward to the day of the appointment.  The technician chats with the customer who expresses his interest in saving energy and learning more about energy efficiency. At the completion of the appointment, the customer is provided with a Home Energy Report.  He reviews the data collected and opportunities identified.  Because the customer is so engaged, the technician introduces the Energy Advising service.Prior to contacting the customer, the Energy Advisor reviews the customer’s Home Energy Report.During the initial phone call, the advisor refers to the report showing she is familiar with his situation, home and current systems.  She acknowledges that change can be hard but reaffirms that he is in on the right track looking into upgrade possibilities.  She questions the customer about his level of comfort in different areas of his home.  She inquires about his heating and cooling and she was listens for clues – clues that can be considered motivators and barriers.



What Makes Us Different?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There was a lot going on in that customer scenario.  So, What makes energy advising different? The customer never started his ‘story’ over with anyone – he maintained a relationship with the Energy Advisor and achieved more than what he thought he could, given his financial barriers and limited contractor information.	That being said, let’s review how to develop an Energy Advisor, the tools and trainings that are necessary to deliver an elevated level of customer service and vast array of knowledge.	



Energy Advisor Toolkit
 Building Science Principles
 Building Performance Institute (BPI certified)
 Program Training
 Robust Data Management System
 Behavioral Science Training
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve identified 5 important components in building an Energy Advisor Toolkit.First, an Energy Advisor needs to develop a basic building science principles understanding.  Having this fundamental knowledge allows them to provide customer’s advice and build an Energy Action plan.Secondly, we encourage Energy Advisors to obtain their Building Performance Institute certification.  As you know, BPI develops technical standards for home energy audits and for energy efficiency, health and safety improvements.  Extensive utility programs and service training is a must.  The Energy Advisor must be able be able to educate and discuss in great detail, all nuances about the programs and services – keep in mind the Energy Advisor is this customer’s liaison for everything he or she will need through their energy efficiency journey.All details obtained through the direct install program, customer conversation including barriers, motivators, upgrade interest and intentions, contractors, etc must be kept in one dynamic tool, quickly accessible to not only the energy advisor.Lastly, understanding the importance of behavioral science and the incredible impact it can have in motivating customers to move forward in their upgrade projects.



Key Behavioral Science Tools
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does behavioral science motivate customers to move forward?Behavioral science is a key influencer in relating to customers, nurturing relationships and empowering them to make decisions to move forward.If we take our customer scenario, the Energy Advisor used these strategies when talking with her customer.  She acknowledge that it’s hard to get started but also validated how smart he was to be considering energy efficiency upgrades. She also put his mind at ease stating she would be with him every step of the way, thus lowering the hurdle for the customer.  She also relayed how homeowners are gaining more scientific information about their home prior to making decisions to move forward with energy efficient upgrades.Lastly, the Energy Advisor is focused on the positives, sharing with the customer they have trusted contractors in their area, upgrades will lower their energy consumption and make their home more safe and comfortable.  While this customer was interested in getting his furnace replaced, all customers are interested in being safe and comfortable!



We Long to Belong: Using Social Norms to 
Promote Action
Make invisible behaviors visible with data 
and storytelling.

 “Others have found….”
 “I’ve worked with a few other people in your area/neighborhood 

who found….”
 Amazon example: “90% of customers also bought….”
 “Most customers who complete attic insulation usually decide to 

do air-sealing at the same time.”
 “That’s a great question a lot of homeowners have!”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My next example provides another look at behavioral science in using social norms to promote action.An Energy Advisor receives an inbound call from a customer who expresses frustrations with high utility bills.The Energy Advisor accesses the customer’s utility portal to review the monthly and hourly consumption.  He inquires about the customer’s appliances that are ‘always on’ and drawing energy. He inquires about the number of people living in the home.  The customer reported living with his wife, mother-in-law and two children.  The customer and his wife work while the mother-in-law stays home all day.  Both children are school-age.  The Energy Advisor relates larger energy spikes when the household is getting up in the morning preparing for the day and then again when school is out and the adults are home from work.  The Energy Advisor asks about the age and efficiency levels of the current HVAC systems in his home as well as existing insulation levels.  He walks the customer through reading and analyzing the data reporting on the utility portal so the customer is informed about the spikes and can address some of the behavioral habits such as strategically running the dishwasher, clothes washer and dryer at non-peak pricing times during the evening.He also talks with the customer about their current insulation levels and how it measures against code.  In doing so, he uses phrases like “most customers who complete attic insulation usually decide to do air-sealing at the same time” and “I’ve worked with a few other people in your area who found they received great service from “Joe Schmo” contractor”.The Energy Advisor also addresses the customer’s 32-year-old furnace and its energy efficiency level. He explains the utility provides a program that is beneficial for 1-2 projects but also provides information about a different program which provides bonuses for 3 or more upgrades.  The customer has questions around contractors. The Energy Advisor responds to the customer “That’s a great question a lot of homeowners have.”  The customer agrees to call and schedule a couple of appointments with the contractors to gain an understanding on pricing and logistics.  �The Energy Advisor follows up again to find the customer has received 2 bids.  He asks the Energy Advisor several questions about the work quoted and decides which contractor he is going to move forward with. After 8 months, the customer had a new furnace, air sealing and had brought his insulation in his attic, rim joist and crawlspace up to the energy code.The customer thanked the Energy Advisor for all of his hard work stating was so appreciative of the guidance provided with the utility portal, tips when using certain appliances, as well as the consistent follow-up he was provided throughout the course of his project.  



Uncover the Customer’s Perspective
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Presentation Notes
Let’s take a look at some information from the customer’s perspective as he has these conversations.First, the Energy Advisor took into consideration who the decision maker is.  According to the information relayed from the customer, there are 3 adults (husband, wife and mother-in-law) and 2 children living in the home.  If the customer (husband and wife) own the home and become the decision maker(s).  If the customer was a renter it would be beneficial to understand who is responsible for moving forward.What did the customer mention in their conversation that could be considered motivators for completing an energy upgrade?  Did he mention drafty windows or high energy bills?�What specific barriers did the customer mention?  Was it concerns around having access to pay for the upgrades?  Maybe he was concerned about having little knowledge around the upgrades and aren’t sure where to start?It’s important for the Energy Advisor to have all of these questions answered to successfully motivate and drive the customer to an upgrade.



Getting Started and Staying Motivated
Punch-card study for free car wash
 One group received a punch card requiring 8 

washes and then they receive a FREE wash.
 Another group received a punch card requiring 10 

punches, but already had 2 punches on the card as 
a promotion (still requiring 8 punches).
What result would you expect?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaking of motivation, I’m going to share an older but still relevant situation with you a behavioral science case study that was conducted using punch cards at a car wash.The study starts with a group of people who received a punch card requiring 8 car washes in order for them to receive a FREE car wash.�Another group received a punch card requiring 10 punches but already had 2 punches on the card as part of the promotion (yet still requiring the same 8 punches)Would you expect to see different results in the two different scenarios?



Learning From Car Wash Punch Cards
 34% of the group that started with 2 punches completed the punch card.
 Only 19% of the group that started with 0 punches completed the punch card.
 Both groups only had to pay for 8 washes to get a free car wash.
 Endowed Progress Effect: People with advancement toward a goal (even 

artificial as in this example) exhibit greater persistence toward reaching the goal.
 By converting a task requiring 8 steps into a task requiring 10 steps but with 2 

steps already complete, the task is reframed as one that has been undertaken 
and incomplete, rather than one that has not begun.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Have you noticed in our examples we’re always focused on putting our customers first by using behavioral science methods?  We’re interested in understanding what their motivators and barriers so we can strategically identify ways to educate and motivate them through the upgrade process.



Are You Putting Buildings First?
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Presentation Notes
Consider your current program focus and processes.  Are you focused on transactions, metrics and analytics?  Do you speak in technical terms when talking to your customers?  Is the focus on YOU being the expert?



Accelerate Results by Putting People First
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Presentation Notes
Our Energy Advising teams show accelerated results by putting people first.We take the emphasis off US and put it on the Customer.  We reinforce the CUSTOMER is really smart!As provided in the case study examples, I’ve shared, we are using strategies like story telling, framing what goes together, taking one step at a time, building a relationships and showing empathy.



Review
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Let’s review:We’ve talked about providing a fundamental knowledge about Building Science and even introduced elevating that knowledge with Building Performance Institute certificationThe importance of program training (as well as the continuing education and inclusion on program changes)How Behavioral Science plays into motivating your customersAnd lastly, we will talk about capturing all the information obtained through the multiple conversations with your customers and contractors via your data management system



Compiling Data
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Your robust data management system will capture all the data discussed in the examples I provided.  It will provide you the tools to track the information and then report your results allowing you to then analyze the data, celebrate successes and identify opportunities.Let’s take a look at what some of that information can look like!



First Step: Lead Status
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Program Pipeline Progress
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We start by identifying customers as leads.The graph on the left shows customers/leads separated into 3 different categories:  Prospect (leads we’re attempting to contact), Converted (leads we’ve successfully talked with the customer) and lastly Closed (leads we were not able to successfully connect with.)Identifying different categories allows you to understand how successful you are in connecting with your customers.  For example, if you see your conversion level changing in one direction over another you have an opportunity to analyze further to determine what may be working (or not). In this example, the conversion rate is 67%, meaning we have a 67% success rate of connecting our customers.Now we know how many customers you’re reaching but keep in mind, the goal is to identify, at a bare minimum those customers who are interested in learning more about energy efficient upgrades while the ultimate goal is moving those customers forward in completing upgrades.  To accomplish that, we track program referrals as shown in the graph on the right.The moment an Energy Advisor has paired a potential program (or service) with the customer’s goals, we create “Referrals” in the system.  Referrals are conversations with customers who are open to hear about the program (either verbally and/or through email/letter).  This data allows us to not only understand which programs are discussed with our customers, but it also shows which programs your customers have chosen to move forward with.�Let’s take a closer look at the next slide to see that data in action! 



Program Savings
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Presentation Notes
Now we’ll report and analyze the data entered on a measure level.  Keep in mind, the Energy Advisors are your team that identifies and captures the customers that potentially could’ve slipped through the cracks.  By that I mean, potentially doing projects on their own without going through your program to receive a rebate (bonus for your rebate attribution) and your utility can’t capture the gas/electric savings if you don’t have proof the project even happened.�Having Energy Advisors strategically contacting your customers in an effort to identify these people, educate them and motivate them allows you to now innovatively track projects which allows your system to calculate your measure savings, resulting in allowing you to pinpoint the efforts contributed to the program’s success – by the Energy Advising team.  



Bridging Communication Gaps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Utilities appreciate the advantages and benefits subcontracting some of their programs through Implementation companies.  Maybe you’re interested in building an Energy Advising program but you’re not able to take it on in-house. How would the Energy Advisors maintain current knowledge of programs that yet another implementation contractor manages?  What about rebate processing questions or participating contractor questions or issues?If an implementation contractor is your solution, you will benefit greatly by bridging the communication gap.  Our approach connects the implementation contractor(s) in a collaborative environment, working with 2 common goals – the customer and the utility.  This approach also names the Energy Advisor as the liaison between the customer and all programs.  But what does that mean?In simple terms, all program changes, marketing promotions, updates, etc. must be shared with the Energy Advising team so they are providing up-to-date information to your customers.  Additionally, when the customer is experiencing an obstacle related to a program, perhaps not managed by your Energy Advisor’s IC, the Energy Advisor has the relationship already built to forward those details over receive updates and the resolution is sent back to the Energy Advisor who is in contact with the customer.Think about it from the perspective of the customer.  Having this approach continues to strengthen the relationship with the customer as the Energy Advisor takes the task on themselves, relieving the customer from dealing with potential frustrations.  There isn’t any passing the customer around or conversations starting with “I’m sorry, I can’t help you, that’s not my program, please hold while I transfer your call.” It’s all hidden behind the scenes and the customer is never made aware two or more ICs are involved.   Not only does this provide a great experience for the customer but you’re also building strength in your brand.
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Remember how we opened this session using the idea of contacting your hotel concierge for direction in finding things to do and restaurants that will knock your socks off?  ��As you all pack up and head home today, keep in mind that same helpful hotel concierge you used while here at the Hilton, will not be available to you as you make your next travel plans.  They won’t be familiar or have the contacts for your next destination.  You’ll need to either prepare in advance of your trip or you’ll be starting over with a new hotel concierge.Unlike the example with the hotel concierge, the goal is for the same Energy Advisor to work with their customers through every single energy efficiency journey they experience.  Potentially spanning over the course of a several years.  Even if you lose Energy Advisors through turnover, all of your customer’s information is always documented so if needed, anyone can pick up where the last Energy Advisor left off.  It’s similar to a genuine friendship where you go months, maybe years without speaking and when you talk again you somehow naturally just pick up where you left off.Energy Advisors are your concierge service that elevates your customer service to a whole new level and we’re confident your customers will appreciate the time and investment you’ll put in to developing this program – not to mention the rewards you’ll reap when you see increased program savings from increased customer program participation.Thank you all for your time today.  We’d love to take the next few minutes to answer any questions you may have.



THANK YOU
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